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It's like " How do I get wealthy from all of this crypto-mumble-jumble thingamajigs? nonetheless
it doesn't insult your intelligence!This book is for everyone who has looked in terror as the price
of Bitcoin (& other digital currencies) continually rises and was tempted to buy in even though
s/he doesn't understand it. What's it behind everything? Will the blockchain actually transform

everything? How did it start? Is any of the thousands of cryptocurrencies and ICOs worthy of
investing in?Just how dirty do I need to get to mine digital precious metal? What exactly are

ICOs and tokens anyways, just how much are they well worth, and how to pick some for trading
from the ever-increasing way to obtain dodgy projects and suspicious claims?The chapters in

this booklet are named:Introduction - why am I composing this and who the f*uck am I
anyway?50 today?blockchain" thingy?From blockchains to cryptocurrencies - or WTF do you do

if you wish to create an altcoin?So what's a "token"I tried to pay for my espresso with Bitcoin
and it's getting cold - how much longer carry out I need to wait? It's still money, correct?I heard I
need a wallet. Is the one Grandma gave me for Christmas ok?Oh to hell with this, I don't have the
time to read! and from those you can see what the purpose of this booklet is usually.What's this

"So, what else can these coins do, and how much smarts is there in smart contracts?Post
scriptum. What's the worst that can happen??Ok, your investment coffee, I'll use it to purchase
something more costly. You know a place where I can buy some nasal area powder?Right. Let's
cut the crap.Cryptocurrencies for dummies,"Who the f*ck decides just how much any of that is

worth? Just tell me where you can invest already!The Zen of DAO: if a crucial security bug meets
an immutable blockchain, who'll prevail?..No, really, how come my coin which I've bought for

$100 yesterday worth about $3.
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that's exactly what's needed. In the incredible amount of sound and buzzwords out there, this
short and well written book which feels more like a conversation with an educated buddy in a
bar a guide cuts right through it all and provides the most important thinking highlights when
discussing bitcoin/cryptocurrencies and blockchain. And he does therefore in conveniently
understandable and down to earth language which makes this book a perfect choice for anyone;
facts which even guys with deep understanding of the topics won't have much to become
condescending about, should get and read this reserve..High fives to author. The author uses his
impressive educational background and related work experience to illustrate everything one
must know to enter the world of cryptocurrencies and blockchain without headache.Anybody
who wants to a) understand when someone else does NOT know very well what they are talking
about and b) have talking points & techies or non-techies....whatever" so that he can decide if to
dive in much deeper or leave it as it is. Great insight from a pioneer in the field In case you are a
skeptic and also call yourself a venture capitalist, innovation advocate, or just wanna have the
ability to find a very good odds at this Cryptocurrency casino, choose the book. Nice Fast and
entertainingWhoever is new to crypto it covers all of the basic and keep it for u to decide which
way u ll go following. And he does so in conveniently understandable and right down to earth
vocabulary which makes this . Funny and informative I could recommend this publication to
anyone looking to get some more info on "what is going on with this crypto..
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